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Power Versus Bandwidth Efficiency 
in Wireless Communications: 
from Economic Sustainability to 
Green Radio
Yosef Akhtman, Lajos Hanzo

Abstract: We carry out a comprehensive analysis 
of a range of wireless network efficiency consid-
erations. Firstly, we explore the properties and 
the implications of the power- versus bandwidth-
efficiency criteria. Secondly, we perform a detailed 
top-down analysis of a typical commercial wireless 
network, which emphasizes the inherent differ-
ences between the aforementioned two efficiency 
metrics, while demonstrating that the appropriate 
choice of the network optimization criterion can 
have a profound effect on the overall network per-
formance. Finally, we address the issue of resource 
management and its impact on the definition of 
the overall system efficiency. Our results suggest 
that no substantial area spectral efficiency gains 
beyond those exhibited by the 2G cellular technol-
ogy may be economically achieved, and hence, 
no significant economic gains may be realized by 
simply increasing the bps/Hz bandwidth efficiency. 
In contrast, manifold utility and throughput gains 
as well as substantial Quality of Service enhance-
ments may be attained by the appropriate combi-

nation of improved power efficiency, bandwidth 
expansion as well as the appropriate evolution of 
the networking paradigm.
Key words: green radio; economic aspects of 
wireless communications; bandwidth versus power 
efficiency

I. IntroduCtIon

Wireless communications constitute a thriving tril-
lion-dollar global industry of vast scale and socio-
economic significance. The continuous investment 
in research and development, aimed at improving 
the utility and the efficiency of wireless communi-
cations networks, brings about a wealth of theoreti-
cal knowledge and practical engineering solutions. 
Remarkably, however, a widely accepted choice of 
a criterion characterizing the overall efficiency of 
a wireless network remains an open problem[1]. 
By definition, efficiency is a quality that character-
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izes the correspondence between the consumed re-
sources and the attained utility. Clearly, therefore, 
the notion of efficiency is intricately related to the 
contextual definition of the utility as well as the 
specific method of attributing value and cost to the 
resources available. In the context of wireless com-
munications, we may identify the two attributes of 
the wireless electromagnetic medium, namely the 
frequency spectrum and the power, as the two ma-
jor resource categories.

On one hand, many researchers consider bandwidth 
efficiency as the principal efficiency criterion[2]. This 
tendency is vividly reflected by the abundance of 
standards, such as the High-Speed Packet Access 
(HSPA)[3] and the IEEE 802.11n as well as the 
802.16 and 3GPP LTE[4] systems complemented 
by a large body of theoretical studies proposing 
transceiver schemes exhibiting an ever-increasing 
bits-per-second-per-Hertz (bps/Hz) throughput, 
while sometimes overlooking the associated area 
spectrum efficiency, power consumption and com-
plexity-related issues. The bandwidth efficiency 
criteria is largely motivated by the assumption of 
strict limitations on the available bandwidth, which 
are further stimulated by the assumption of the 
spectrum being a scarce resource. As pointed out 
in [1, 5], however, the scarcity of spectrum is an 
artificial constraint inflicted by the currently pre-
vailing attitude to spectrum management. 

On the other hand, a host of spread-spectrum 
methods intentionally sacrifice the bps/Hz per-
formance for the sake of achieving a better bit-
per-second-per-Watt (bps/W) power efficiency, 
typically accompanied by lower levels of spectrum 
contamination, as well as by an increased robust-
ness against the interference[6-9]. By no means 
should these methods be classified as less efficient, 
since in the appropriate circumstances they are 
capable of considerably improving the overall per-
formance of the entire network.

In order to further emphasise the importance of 
the problem considered, we would like to point out 
some of the pressing socio-economic issues, which 
require a prompt attention of the engineering com-

munity. Each of the major mobile carriers currently 
consume in excess of 50MWatt of power to sup-
port their respective cellular network infrastruc-
tures in the UK alone. At the time of writing, the 
cost of the power consumed constitutes a substan-
tial factor in the financial bottom line of all major 
mobile carriers. While the business model assumed 
by these commercial entities may still be economi-
cally viable, this might no longer be the case in the 
future. With the costs of energy rapidly rising as 
well as the growing awareness of the associated 
environmental impact, the effective cost of the 
excessively bandwidth-efficient but interference-
sensitive signalling strategies may become prohibitive.

Against this background, in this paper we carry 
out a comprehensive analysis of a range of wire-
less network efficiency considerations. Specifi-
cally, in Section II we explore the properties and 
the implications of the aforementioned power ver-
sus bandwidth efficiency criteria. In Section III we 
carry out a detailed top-down analysis of a typical 
commercial wireless network, which emphasizes 
the inherent differences between the aforemen-
tioned two efficiency metrics, while demonstrating 
that the appropriate choice of the optimization cri-
terion can have a profound influence on the overall 
network performance. Our conclusions are sum-
marized in Section IV.

I I .  Power versus BandwIdth 
effICIenCy

Let us commence our discourse by recalling the 
fundamental capacity upper-bound of a communi-
cation system quantified by the Shannon-Hartley 
theorem[10], which postulates 

R<Blog2(1+γs)                                                  (1)
where B denotes the number of complex degrees 
of freedom per second available for communica-
tion, while γs is the average Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
(SNR) recorded at the receiver. Equation (1) de-
scribes the capacity of a Gaussian channel, assum-
ing an infinite duration of the transmitted signal, as 
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well as an infinite detection/decoding complexity. 
It is important to underline the universality of (1), 
which applies to both single- and multiple-antenna 
systems, as well as to fading channels character-
ized by arbitrary distributions. Importantly, the 
strict inequality sign in (1) holds in any realistic 
communication system.

 Subsequently, we define the bandwidth efficien-
cy vb of a communication system as the number of 
bits per channel use (bpcu), where a single channel 
use corresponds to one complex degree of freedom 
available for communications1, as well as the pow-
er efficiency vp as the number of bits per thermal 
noise energy unit (TNEU), where TNEU refers to 
the amount of signal energy identical to the vari-
ance of the complex-valued AWGN samples re-
corded at the receiver. From (1) we may conclude 
that

 vb< log2(1+γs)                                                  (2)
while   

vp= <
vb
γs

log2(1+γs)
γs                                         (3)

for any realistic communication system.
Moreover, in most practical scenarios charac-

terized by various performance-limiting factors 
including channel fading, interference as well as 
latency and complexity constraints, the actual at-
tainable bandwidth and power efficiencies are con-
siderably lower than that predicted by Equations (2) 
and (3). For instance, in the case of uncorrelated 
Rayleigh fading channels, (2) becomes[12] 

vb= < e1/γs Ei(1/γs)log2
1

                                    (4)

where we define Ei(x)=  x  
e t

t dt . Furthermore, in 
order to exemplify the impact of interference on 
the achievable data-rate upper bound, let us con-
sider the simple interference model devised in [11, 
13] and shown in Figure 2. Specifically, we assume 
an idealized hexagonal cell structure comprised 
by cells of radius R and frequency reuse cell-
clusters of size Nf , which further implies having 
six significant interferers at a distance of D= 3Nf R  
[11, Chapter 14]. Following [11], we assume a 
logarithmic path-loss model, as well as receiving 
an approximately equal power Ik=(R/D) S  from all 
six first-tier interferers, where S denotes the signal 
power, while γ is the pass-loss exponent. The re-
sultant Signal-to-Interference Ratio (SIR) may be 
expressed as 

1+6(3Nf)_ /2
SIR = =S γs

6
k=1 Ik+N0/                

(5)

where N0 denotes the PSD of the local noise.
The efficiency upper bounds corresponding to 

the Gaussian and Rayleigh channel scenarios of 
Equations (2), (3) and (4) as well as the corre-
sponding upper bounds for the interference-limited 
scenario of Equation (5) are depicted in Figure 2. 
It is evident that the efficiency criteria vb and vp are 
inherently different and may not be maximized si-
multaneously. Specifically, as seen in Figure 2, any 
transmission scheme, characterized by a bandwidth 
efficiency, which exceeds 1bps/Hz/antenna exhib-
its a substantial degradation in terms of the corre-
sponding power efficiency. Observe, that while the 
higher values of the frequency reuse cluster size 
Nf tend to mitigate inter-cell interference and thus 
result in improved “local bandwidth efficiency”, 
the corresponding area spectral efficiency, which is 
inversely proportional to the cluster size Nf is sub-
stantially reduced.

We would like to conjecture that an appropri-
ate trade-off between the efficiency metrics vb and 
vp has to be found for the sake of maximizing the 
network’s overall utility, as defined below. In the 

Fig.1 Multicellular structure with interferers[11]
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the total average power (in Watts) consumed by 
the carrier’s network, while the coefficient Cr de-
notes the cumulative rate of all additional costs not 
related to the power consumption, including the 
hardware investment and maintenance costs, as 
well as the spectrum licensing costs. Consequently, 
we arrive at the following expression 

K=A(R) _ CpP _ Cr                                          (6)
Firstly, we may conjecture that the total power PRF 
dissipated by the RF equipment employed by the 
carrier’s infrastructure may be expressed in terms 
of the average SNR γs required to achieve reliable 
communications at the target data-rate of R. More 
specifically, we may formulate PR F = B sN0 , where 
the coefficient α denotes the transmission chain’s 
overall efficiency, which takes into account, for 
instance, the power efficiency of the RF equip-
ment, such as the frequency conversion and power 
amplification efficiency as well as the average link 
budget, including the Tx/Rx antenna gains and 
path loss. Furthermore, the quantity B denotes the 
network’s effective total bandwidth, which equals 
to the product of the total number of cells compris-
ing the carrier’s network and the average utilized 
channel bandwidth per cell. In other words, B cor-
responds to the total number of complex degrees 
of freedom per second available for the carrier’s 
transmissions. Finally, we would like to emphasise 
that at the fundamental level of discrete binary 
computing, each binary operation executed by any 
of the processing units employed by the network 
infrastructure requires an amount of energy safely 
exceeding the energy of thermal noise. In fact, 
state-of-the-art computers typically operate at an ef-
fective SNR of 100dB and more3. Correspondingly, 
we can reformulate the total power consumed by 
the computing equipment employed by the net-
work as Pc =B N0 , where the coefficient β consti-
tutes a unitless quantity, which denotes the ratio 
between the average amount of energy required to 
execute a single binary operation and the power 
spectral density (PSD) of the thermal noise. In 
other words, the coefficient β quantifies the effec-

following section we would like to elaborate on the 
importance of the appropriate choice of efficiency 
criteria and its corresponding impact on the net-
work’s utility with the aid of an example. 

III. toP-down analysIs

Let us consider a commercial entity X, whose main 
business is the provision of wireless communica-
tions services to a diverse body of end-users. We 
will use the average monetary profit K expressed in 
monetary units2 per second as the major criterion 
of the company’s performance. Using the most 
basic economic principle we may suggest that the 
profit K may be formulated as the revenue minus 
the actual cost of the services provided. Specifi-
cally, let us define the average revenue per second 
as a function A(R) of the total rate R (in bits per 
second) of successfully communicated informa-
tion over the entire network of carrier X. Likewise, 
we can quantify the running cost per second as 
CpP+Cr=B(PRF+Pc)+Cr, where the factors Cp and 
P denote the cost per Wattsecond (Ws=joule) and 

Fig.2 Power and bandwidth efficiencies as a function of 
the SNR recorded at the receiver. The power efficiency 
is quantified in terms of the number of bits per thermal 
noise energy unit (TNEU), which corresponds to the 
number of bits communicated using a signal having the 
same power spectral density (PSD) as that of AWGN re-
corded at the receiver

Gauss.; no interf.
Rayleigh; no interf.
Rayleigh; Nf=7
Rayleigh; Nf=4
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tive power efficiency of the signal processing (SP) 
and computing hardware employed by the car-
rier’s network. Furthermore, the complexity-per-
channel-use ω quantifies the algorithmic efficiency 
of the signal processing software utilized by the 
network, while the resultant product βω quantifies 
the overall power efficiency of the entire hardware-
software infrastructure. Moreover, we would like 
to point out that in the context of digital signal 
processing, the effective SNR γs and the associated 
complexity-per-channel-use ω are closely related 
through the operation of quantisation invoked in 
the process of the analog-to-digital conversion. 
Specifically, the extra bits required to describe 
a high-fidelity signal at the input of the detector 
as well as the corresponding higher number of 
information bits at the detector’s output inflict a 
substantial increase in the processing complexity. 
Although a rigorous proof of our conjecture is be-
yond the scope of this study, it is plausible simpli-
fying assumption to suggest that in a well-designed 
bandwidth-limited communication system, the 
complexity-per-channel-use ω may be assumed to 
be linearly proportional to the SNR γs. Specifically, 
in currently operational cellular networks the RF 
transmission power accounts for approximately 
20% of the total power consumption[14]. We may 
therefore conjecture that s=4   and thus the total 
consumed power of Equation (6) may be simply 
expressed as P=5 s BN0 . 

Subsequently, based on the general principles of 
commercial communication networks and network 
economics[15], we may conjecture that the rev-
enue A(R) is linearly proportional to the number 
of active subscribers Nu and logarithmically pro-
portional to the average data-rate provided for 
each user4. Consequently, taking into account the 
aforementioned fact that the utility K is defined up 
to multiplication by a currency-related factor and 
using the Shannon-Hartley theorem of Equation 
(1), we may formulate the following expression 

K = Nu log2 log2(1+γs)
_ Cp·5αγs BN0 

_ Cr1+( )Bu

Ru    
(7)

   
   = log2(1+γs)

_ Cp·5αγs BN0 
_ Cr1+( )BuB

Bu Ru

log2     (8)

where we define the average bandwidth per active 
user as Bu=B/Nu and the baseline data-rate per user 
as R u . Let us elaborate a little further by defining 
the utility-per-channel-use as k=K/B, which yields 

k = log2(1+γs)log2 1+( )Bu
1
Bu Ru

_ Cp·5αγs N0 
_ Cr

B  (9)

Note that both the per-channel-use quantities γs 
and k constitute bandwidth-normalized versions 
of the per-second quantities P and K. Using Equa-
tions (8) and (9) we would like to explore the rela-
tionship between the network’s utility K and three 
major network characteristics, namely the total 
consumed power P, the total effective bandwidth 
B, as well as the average user throughput Ru. More 
specifically, Figure 3 depicts the utility-per-chan-
nel-use k evaluated from Equation (9) as a function 
of the average SNR γs. Observe that the resultant 
function k(γs) of Figure 3 exhibits a single global 
maximum. Although the specific result depicted in 
Figure 3 was calculated using the set of assump-
tions based on the UK’s GSM network statistics 
summarized in Table 1, it may be readily verified 
that any sensible choice of network characteristics 
has a limited impact on the general shape and on 

Fig.3 Network utility per channel use of Equation (9) ver-
sus average SNR based on AWGN Shannon capacity and 
GSM network economy statistics

no interference
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the properties of the function k(γs) as well as on the 
corresponding function K(P). We may thus sur-
mise that the utility achievable by any bandwidth-
limited communication network is ultimately 
upper-bounded and there exists an average SNR as 
well as a corresponding power consumption point, 
where the network’s utility is maximized. 

To elaborate further, Figures 4 illustrates the re-
lationship between the network’s utility K and the 
total effective bandwidth B as well as the average 
user data-rate Ru characterized by Equations (8) 
and (9). Once again, the results depicted in Figure 
4(a) are based on the statistical characteristics of 
the UK’s GSM network[14, 16, 18]. Nevertheless, 
the general conclusions suggested by the results of 
Figure 4(a) are readily applicable to a wide range 
of scenarios, including the 3G[3] as well as LTE 
networks[4]. The network’s utility versus the total 
effective bandwidth B is characterized in Figure 4, 
where the three curves describe the following three 
distinctive scenarios.

In the first scenario we assume the number of 
users Nu in Equation (8) to remain constant, while 
the total effective bandwidth B and the correspond-
ing average user data-rate Ru are increased. In this 
case, a certain network utility gain may be expect-
ed as a result of the increased revenue associated 
with the improved data-rate per user. As was men-
tioned earlier, however, based on the general con-

siderations as well as the available statistics, one 
can expect an increase in revenue, which is only 
logarithmically proportional to the corresponding 
increase in the per-user data-rate. In other words, 
an average customer is ready to pay only a small 
additive premium for a multiplicative increase 
in the attainable data-rate. This trend is clearly 
demonstrated by the service rates associated with 
mixed 2G and 3G cellular networks. On the other 
hand, the cost of power consumed remains linearly 
proportional to the occupied bandwidth, if the 
power spectral density of the transmitted signal is 
assumed to be constant. As a result, as may be seen 
in Figure 4(a), the network utility gain saturates 
and thereafter rapidly declines, once the associated 
power consumption costs outweigh the potential 
revenue gains. For instance, the network operator’s 
profi t increases by approximately 4%, when the to-
tal effective bandwidth is doubled from 100GHz to 
200GHz, while the power consumed and the cor-
responding cost to the operator is clearly doubled, 
or in other words increased by 100% as a result.

Subsequently, in the second scenario we as-
sume the average data-rate per user Ru to remain 
constant, while the total effective bandwidth B and 
the associated number of users Nu are increased in 
Equation (8). Evidently, this case corresponds to 
the hypothetic scenario, where the pool of potential 
users willing to join the network is unlimited. Cor-

constant Nu=10M users
constant Ru=20 kbps
logarithmic user-base expansion

(a) Total effective bandwidth [GHz]

constant Nu=10M users
constant W=200GHz
logarithmic user-base expansion
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(b) Average user data-rate [kbps]

Fig.4 Network utility of Equation (8) versus the total effective bandwidth 
(a) and the average user data-rate (b) based on AWGN Shannon capacity and GSM network statistics
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respondingly, the number of users Nu increases lin-
early with the bandwidth B and therefore results in 
a virtually unlimited increase in the network’s util-
ity K. Naturally, this scenario is not realistic, since 
the pool of potential users is typically limited.

Finally, we consider a more realistic scenario, 
characterized by the third curve in Figure 4(a), 
where we make the assumption that a higher 
data-rate Ru entails a higher functionality and a 
correspondingly higher appeal to the users, thus 
resulting in a certain expansion of the user-base. 
As the simplest possible intuitively plausible as-
sumption, we deem the number of users Nu to be 
a logarithmic function of the average data-rate Ru. 
Namely, we have Nu= uN log2(1+Ru/Ru) in Equa-
tion (8), where the parameters uN  and Ru are the 
number of users and the corresponding average 
data-rate based on the UK’s current GSM network 
statistics[16, 18, 19]. As seen in Figure 4(a), a sub-
stantial utility gain may be attained by increasing 
the effective bandwidth B. Nevertheless, similarly 
to the scenario of having a fixed user population 
Nu, the maximum attainable utility is ultimately up-
per-bounded and tends to decline rapidly, when the 
bandwidth corresponding to the maximum-utility 
point is exceeded. For instance, the network opera-
tor’s profit increases by approximately 7%, when 
the total effective bandwidth is doubled from 1000 
GHz to 2000 GHz, while the power consumed and 
the corresponding cost to the operator is clearly 
doubled, or in other words increased by 100% as a 
result. 

Similar trends may be identified, when consider-
ing the relationship between the network’s utility 
K and the average user data-rate Ru, as evaluated 
from Equation (8) and depicted in Figure 4(b). 
More specifically, the three curves seen in Figure 
4(b) correspond to the scenarios assuming a fixed 
numberof user Nu, a constant effective bandwidth 
B as well as the aforementioned logarithmic data-
rate-related user-base expansion scenario. Like-
wise, the attainable network utility saturates and 
then declines rapidly, when the number of users 
is assumed to be constant. Furthermore, increas-
ing the user throughput proves to be inherently 
disadvantageous for the network, if the total effec-
tive bandwidth is assumed to be fixed. Finally, a 
substantial, but necessarily upper-bounded utility 
gain is possible, if a logarithmic data-raterelated 
increase in the number of users may be assumed.

Subsequently, we would like to characterize 
the attainable network utility K as a function of 
the power efficiency coefficient α in Equation (8). 
More specifically, Figure 5 depicts the network 
utility K from Equation (8) versus the average user 
rate Ru for the transmission efficiency values de-
tailed in Table 1 as well as for 30, 60 and 90% im-
provements in the overall power efficiency. Once 
again, in Figure 5 we stipulated the aforementioned 
assumption of logarithmic data-rate-related user-
base expansion. From the results depicted in Figure 
5 we may conclude that both the maximum attain-
able network utility K as well as the corresponding 
average user data-rate Ru may be improved virtu-

Table 1 GSM network characteristics
Quantity Value Assumptions

Effective value of information  1.54 p/Mbit 20 pound per month for 60min at 12kbps per day [14]

Cost of energy Cp=0.0028 p/kWs 10p per kWh [16]

Additional costs Cr=0.5B
Additional costs amount to the total of 50% of the revenue generated 

at a current rate of 0.2 bps/Hz/cell

Transmission efficiency α=0.005 mWs 10% of 20MHz 1kW BS required for 6 dB SNR [17]

Computational efficiency βw=4αγs The actual power consumed by the RF transmission amounts to 
approximately 20% of the total carrier’s power consumption [14]

Total effective bandwidth B=200 GHz 10,000 × 20MHz base-stations
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ally indefi nitely by improving the network’s power 
efficiency, while gradually expanding the total 
effective bandwidth and the corresponding size of 
the user-base.

Based on the implications of Equations (8) and 
(9) augmented by the results depicted in Figure 3, 
4(a) and 5 we would like to summarize the follow-
ing conjectures: 

1. The utility achievable by any realistic com-
munication network characterized by a fi xed power 
effi ciency is ultimately upper-bounded. 

2. For any set of three values selected from the 
network {B, P, Nu, Ru} there exists a unique value 
of the fourth parameter, for which the K(B, P, Nu, 
Ru) is maximized. 

3. In any bandwidth-limited communication net-
work a substantial network utility gain may only 
be achieved by improving the underlying power-
effi ciency. 

4. The only sustainable way of increasing the 
network’s utility is constituted by a combination of 
improved power effi ciency accompanied by band-
width expansion. 

It is important to emphasis that the ten-fold ex-
pansion of the total effective bandwidth as well 
as the 90% power efficiency gains hypothesised 
in Figure 4(a) and 5, respectively, might not be 
realistically achievable in the context of the cur-
rent socio-economical conditions. Specifi cally, the 
prevalent combination of command and control 
and property rights based spectrum management 
models[1] imposes an artificial resource-limited 
ecosystem, which tends to favour monopolistic 
non-cooperative business strategies, accompa-
nied by a host of suitable technological solutions. 
In particular, the presently predominant cellular 
network topology, which is characterized by a 
centralised resource management and rigid hierar-
chy of non-cooperating communicating nodes, is 
a prominent manifestation of a system optimized 
for a resource-limited environment[20]. Ulti-
mately, we would like to speculate that a gradual 
transition towards regulated open access spectrum 
management models[1], facilitating the employ-
ment of short-range ultra-wideband low-power 
and low-complexity reconfigurable cooperative 
networking[21], has the potential to sustain the 
substantial utility gains suggested in Figure 4(a), 5 
and thus guarantee the successful long-term devel-
opment of the wireless communications industry.

Iv. ConClusIons

In this paper we have emphasised the importance 
of power efficiency considerations in the context 
of the design and optimization of wireless com-
munication networks. We provided formal defi ni-
tions of power as well as bandwidth efficiencies 
and explored their relative importance using a 
detailed top-down analysis of a typical commercial 
wireless network. Our results suggest that no sub-
stantial area spectral effi ciency gains beyond those 
exhibited by the 2G cellular technology may be 
economically achieved. Moreover, no significant 
economic gains may be realized by simply increas-
ing the bps/Hz bandwidth efficiency. In contrast, 

Fig.5 Network utility of Equation (8) versus the average 
user data-rate based on the AWGN Shannon channel ca-
pacity and on the UK’s GSM network statistics [14, 16, 
18]. The four curves correspond to the baseline trans-
mission power-effi ciency detailed in Table 1 as well as to 
the cases of 30, 60 as well 90% improvement in power 
effi ciency

baseline
30% gain in pow. eff.
60% gain in pow. eff.
90% gain in pow. eff.
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manifold utility and throughput gains as well as 
substantial Quality of Service (QoS) enhancements 
may be attained by the appropriate combination of 
improved power efficiency, bandwidth expansion 
as well as the conclusive evolution of the network-
ing paradigm. 

Notes

1. Observe that in a case of single-antenna systems bpcu 
corresponds to bits-per-second-per-Hertz (bps/Hz), while in 
multiple-antenna scenarios bpcu is equivalent to bits-per-
second-per-Hertz-per-antenna, where the number of antennas, 
or spatial links is determined by the minimum between the 
numbers of transmit and receive antenna elements.
2. The profit, synonymously also referred to as the utility 
function K is defined as a normalized quantity, which has to be 
multiplied by a baseline charge per user per second quantified 
in arbitrary monetary units, such as US dollars, UK pounds 
etc.
3. ≈10Watt for a single-core 32-bit 1GHz processor, which 
yields≈40dBm-(20+90-174)dBm=104dB.
4. Here we assume that higher prices may be charged for pre-
mium data-rates and the relationship between the increased 
data-rates and the corresponding extra charges is logarithmic.
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